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Designs for Living Edition 3 - Happy New
Year.
Wishing you all a very warm Happy New Year!
A New Year brings a fresh start, I wonder what trends will be popular for 2021?
Before I talk to you about all thing Interior Design, I want to share with you all some
inspiration and a peek back to my cosy Christmas.
Fudge
Some of you may know me for my famous Christmas fudge gifting, unfortunately with Covid,
where the baking still went on, the gifting didn't quite happen... Safe to say we had some
sugar highs this Christmas and hyper kids. Just to tempt you... (maybe we will have to do
some Easter fudge this year)

Snow
The weather apps are constantly teasing us with flurries of snow... Up North, the Midlands
and even Devon have been captured white. Here is my official manifestation for Surrey to
turn white in snow. We are keen to don the ski outfits and sledge in Lieu of not being able to
go skiing this year. We are even tempted to turn the new shed into a Folie Douce for the
weekend!

A Tier 4 Christmas is one for the history books, but grateful to be living in a beautiful part of
the world with family and friendly faces to walk with. I hope you all managed to make the
most of your own Christmas experience.
2020 was chaotic and has created a need for optimism of what 2021 will bring. We are craving
stability and the need to wrap ourselves up in a hug. We have had to live in our homes for the
entirety of 2020 without barely any respite. It has taught us to surround ourselves with what
we love and what makes us happy, a combination of elements and reflections of ones own
personality.
A success story for lockdown...
I have recently completed and implemented a full interior design scheme virtually for a house
in Jersey. I cannot wait to share pictures with you soon.

Design Trends 2021
"Feminine Pinks"

Details such as scalloped edgings
Throws

Creating the effect of comfort and a hug. Easily created in cozy rooms with dark
colours, throws, texture and layers. The pandemic has exaggerated the "naturalness"
trend as people now search for calm and natural palettes.

Bedding
As we are spending more time at home, people are wanting comfortable linen and
beautiful bedding
Colours, bright, bold and cheerful
Houses are becoming more practical and multifunctional. Our homes are becoming
home, office, gym, social life*.
Inspiration from Nature
Isolation in your home has proven that it is important to surround yourself with
natural materials and textures.
This has translated itself into wood panelling on walls and wooden floors, natural
prints, stone tops on tables, linens and cottons.
*When the government guidelines permit.
*Images from Little Greene Paint Company and Walton of York

A New Collection You Must See
Colefax and Fowler have launched a new collection that I just adore. Hence a whole
dedicated section of the newsletter to show you.

Little Greene Paint Company
Watch this space... Little Greene are releasing a new colour family called "Greene Stone". I
cannot wait to show you all.

Ps. What to do in lockdown 3.0.
We still enjoy walking the dog (Benson) and having the treat of a takeaway latte and a cheeky
cake. Open for takeaways, my two favourites at the moment are the wonderful:
1- "Two Ducks" in St Johns. I have recently completed the coffee area of Two Ducks and cannot
wait for you all to enjoy this space. Takeaways, coffee, cake and click and collect.
2 - Basil and Blue in Chobham. Delightful for takeaway coffees, cakes and a hot bacon
sandwich.

One Final Thing
One final thing, tier 4 has allowed Bernice Humphries Interiors to reflect and invest.
Coming soon.. a website update.
But, we aren't leaving it there. Let us know your thoughts on our new logo (a sneak peak pre
release).

The next newsletter will also look to cover the new Japandi trend which encompasses
Japanese and Scandinavian styles.
And thats a wrap, happy new year everyone! Bernice Humphries Interiors is open and
business is running (as close to usual as possible). Hopefully see you all soon.
Bernice x

www.bernicehumphriesinteriors.com
Our mailing address is:
bernicehumphries.interiors@gmail.com
Want to get creative or design your home in lockdown? My inbox is open.
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